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THE PAST TWO MONTHS IN NUMBERS

PATIENTS SERVED

92

VOLUNTEERS
IN USA AND
HONDURAS

BOXES OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES PROCESSED

122

Covid-19 continues to rage through the Honduran
community and conditions are made worse when
people are packed into shelters. Please protect lives by
supporting CAMO’s plan of building 40-minute houses
that will allow people to isolate in family groups instead
of large, crowded spaces. $834 provide shelter to a
family.

PIECES OF MEDICAL
EQUIPMENT DONATED IN
THE USA AND HONDURAS

SUPPORT CAMO’S COVID AND HURRICANE RELIEF
People need to eat and resources are limited due to
the losses caused by hurricanes Eta - Iota. Honduras
does not have the social services that other countries,
such as the USA. With $147 you’ll be providing food
selected by CAMO’s nutritionist for one month to a
family of six.

HONDURAS NEEDS YOU
Give to a country that has lost so much this year. Your donation will
provide shelter, food and medicine to people affected by hurricanes
Eta and Iota in Honduras.
Donations can be made at our website: www.camo.org/covid-19-etaiota-relief/

To date, CAMO has served by distributing 2,000 personal
hygiene and PPE supplies to those who have lost
everything.
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IN FOCUS
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HONDURAS NEEDS YOU
IN OUR 27 YEARS OF SERVING PEOPLE IN HONDURAS, WE HAVE NEVER
FACED SO MANY DIFFICULTIES AS WE ARE FACING NOW IN 2020. There
has never been a greater need for healthcare services, medical
supplies, PPE, and above all, compassion as we deal with Covid-19
and the losses caused by the devastating hurricanes Eta and Iota.
The natural disasters, combined with Covid-19 illnesses, means

TOUR CAMO
Would you like to take a tour of camo?
Call the office at (330) 683-5956 and
see how God is moving by bringing
hope to the forgotten.

EXPLORE & LEARN
Visit camo’s brand new website!

our friends in Honduras need our help now more than ever.
Over three million people have been affected by hurricanes in
Honduras. First came Eta, leaving more than 1.7 million people
affected, and two weeks later came Iota finishing the damages
already done by Eta: homes flooded to the rooftops, buildings,
bridges, roads and crops completely gone. At a national level, over
100K 100,000 people are in shelters. A great number of families

See more of what we do and read

have lost everything and are now unable to access essential health

testimonials of miraculous healing.

services in the midst of an uncontrolled pandemic. Covid-19 cases

www.camo.org

are expected to surge in the aftermath of the two hurricanes. This

HOW YOU CAN HELP
It costs camo an average of $100
to save one child’s life. As a donor,
service group or church congregation,
prayerfully consider helping meet

can be attributed to the limited space in the overcrowded shelters
and the lack of personal hygiene products and masks.
Right after hurricane Eta swept Honduras, our Honduran team
quickly contacted the municipalities of the 11 communities in

the needs of the poor.

western Honduras supported by CAMO to aid the affected families

BECOME A CAMO VOLUNTEER

health of the population that had been affected by hurricane Eta.

We welcome adult volunteers of all
ages and skill levels. Please call camo

in these areas. Our team multiplied their efforts to help protect the
CAMO provided 1,500 kits containing masks and personal hygiene

and use your gifts and talents to make

products to affected families in the rural communities of Belen

a difference in the lives of so many.

Gualcho, San Juan de Opoa and San Agustín that were housed in
schools and churches. Other sanitizing products such as alcohol,
and hand sanitizer were also donated to supply these shelters.
Now after Iota, CAMO is working harder and looking for ways to
bring relief to those who have lost everything. But to be able to do
this, we need your help. Every dollar provides relief, so no matter
the size of your donation, every little bit helps. Your donation will
give shelter, food and medicine to people in Honduras. Visit our
webpage to make your donation: www.camo.org/covid-19-eta-iotarelief/

